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ABSTRACT: We show that charm production at SPS energies can be
~"~^~"~~^~~~ 2
understood simply from 0(a ) OCD processes when combined with

s

fragmentation of the colour fields stretched by the final state

partons. The tension of the confining force field responsible

for particle production is found to pull the charmed particles

away from the reaction centre, giving rise to a harder x -

spectrum than would be expected from the bare QCD matrix

e lement s.
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1 . Introduction

The production of charmed particles in hadronic collisions

has been extensively studied in the literature. According to

perturbative QCD, one source for this production are the hard

scattering processes

qq + cc (1 )

gg + cc (2 )

Due to the rapid fall-off of the structure functions as x_ •*• 1,

these processes by themselves give charm quarks mainly In the

central region (xp ~ 0 ) . However, at the ISR a surprisingly

large amount of charmed baryons is observed at large values of

x F [ l ] . This signal Is enhanced by cuts made to select

diffractive events, but it is not clear whether production is

really due to diffractive dissociation. Mechanisms proposed in

the literature are e.g. intrinsic charm [2J and flavour

excitation [3J. A tail of charmed particles at large values of

x Is observed also at SPS energies [ 4 j , indicating the

presence here, too, of a production mechanism different from

that implied by naive application of the hard processes in

eqs. (1 , 2 ) .

In this note we consider the distribution of particles

(charmed and otherwise) in events where charm is produced via

hard scattering, e q s . ( 1 , 2 ) , assuming that the final state

hadrons are produced from the energy stored in the colour field

stretched between the partons (as in the Lund m o d e l ) . Since

this colour field often pulls the charmed quark away from the

origin in the cms, we obtain a harder x_-spectrum than previous
r

calculations which neglect this effect. Indeed, our

calculations can well reproduce the data presented by the EHS

collaboration. Thus, at SPS energies all the charm production

can be explained by the hard processes in eqs. (1,2). At ISR

energies, however, our recipe fails to account for the reported

large rate of A *s; this would seem to Indicate a very steep

increase with energy of a complementary production mechanism.
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2. General Inscription

For charm quark production in n p and pp collisions, the

reaction gg -> cc dominates over qq + cc (for it p at 360 GeV/c,

e.g., the ratio is 5:1). Thus, although we will take both

processes, eqs.(l,2), into account in our presentation of the

results, we will concentrate on the process of eq. (2 ) In our

discussion of the fragmentation properties of the final state.

Let us note that if we extract a gluon (colour octet) from each

of the of the original hadrons (which naturally are colour

singlets), the final state of process (2) will consist of one

colour triplet, one colour anti-triplet and two colour octets

(cf. fig.l). If we accept the basic property of colour

confinement In the sense that no colour charge may appear

Isolated, it is necessary to connect these colour charges by

means of confining colour force fields. Ac shown in fig.2,

there are two (mirror-image) ways of doing this to form a total

colour singlet.

In the Lund model for fragmentation of coloured partons

\ 5] , the final state particles stem from the energy in the

force fields between the partons. Hence, a final state meson

containing the c-quark must also Include e.g. an antlquark

produced in the string-like field (or possibly a valence

antiquark from the initial hadron; see further below). Until

the string breaks by the production of this antlquark, the

string tension pulls on the c-quark, providing it with extra

momentum and energy. We note that according to fig.2, the c-

quark is always pulled towards the remnants of one of the

original hadrons, whereas the c-antiquark is pulled towards the

remnants of the other. The resulting charm spectrum is quite

different from what would result if e.g. the c-quark were to

fragment independently of the remaining partons, I.e. naively

'stretch ,-\ string by itself outwards from the centre.' This Is

the basic reason for the rather slow fall-off of the x_-

spectrum for charmed particles In this model.

In rapidity, a charmed meson D will be pulled a distance

A y ahead of the charm quark, where
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M

Ay - ln<~7> (3)
c

If z is the energy-momentum fraction taken by a D-meson In a c-

quark jet. Experimental data [ 6] indicate that

<z> ~ 0.6 (4)

which implies

<Äy> ~ 0.7 (5)

Monte Carlo simulations give a value around 0.7-0.8.

We note in this connection that in the standard Lund model

the charmed meson fragmentation spectrum is probably too soft,

with a mean value <z > ~ 0.5. We have tested the sensitivity of

our results to this property by changing the charm

fragmentation spectrum e.g. to

f (z) = 0.6(1 - z)~°' 4 (6)

but we find no noticeable deviations. (Since we are here only

interested in how far out the D-meson will be produced, the

obviously erroneous form of (6) Is of no consequence. )

The momentum distribution of the cc quark pairs is

determined by the structure functions of the Incoming hadrons.

In our calculations we have for the gluon structure functions

used the nowadays ordinary parametrizations, xG(x) « 3(1 - x)

(protons) and xG (x) • 2(1 - x) (pions). This choice results in

the rapidity spectra presented in fig.3; to test the stability

of our model we have also run Monte Carlo simulations with
2 4

gluon structure functions like 1.5(1 - x) and 2.5(1 - x) for

the plon, and although this naturally shifts the rapidity

distributions of the cc-pairs somewhat (<y> changes by

approximately 0.07 units with one power in (1-x)), it has a

negligible influence on the final state charmed hadron

distributions. The total cross-section for charm-production

obtained with our choice of structure functions agrees fairly

well with other calculations [7J and, using a hnrn of ~ 0.5,

with the experimentally indicated value \ b] . (Note that the

actual number is sensitive to the charm quark mass. Tf we were
2 2

to choose in = 1.2 GeV/c instead of 1.6 GeV/c , we would gain
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a factor 4 in total cross-section.)

For the transverse momentum distribution of the partons,

we have in addition to 'true primordial' k contributions from

soft gluon radiation. Here, we treat this by an effective k -

distribution and note that a Gaussian parametrization with
2 2

values of <k > as different as 0.4 and 0.7 (GeV/c ) do not

noticeably affect the results within the considered energy

range.

The distribution of charmed quarks and the structure of

the colour field are now determined, and we use the Lund Monte

Carlo f8] to calculate the resulting hadron distributions.

However, before doing that we have to discuss a few technical

points.

First, we have to deal with the presence of valence quarks

in an initial hadron which has lost a gluon and thus continues

as a colour octet. As in [ 9 ] , we assume that for an initial

meson a quark and an antlquark (for a baryon, read quark and

dlquark) are at the ends of two colour triplet fields. In this

way, the final state octet 'corners' on the string are cut up

as Indicated in fig.4. We then actually have three colour

triplet string pieces, two of which contain charm (anticharra).

The energy in the different pieces depends upon how the

energy of the hadron remnant is shared between the quark and

the antiquark (dlquark). Ordinarily, we give to the quark a

fraction y, according to a distribution (1 - y ) for protons

and (1 - y ) for pions, but we have also made simulations using

other exponents, with precious little difference for the final

state charmed hadron distributions.

In order to use our fragmentation scheme, the string

pieces must not be too small, which in particular can be the

case when one of the pieces contains charm. We expect that when

a cc-pair is produced, it does not annihilate but energy will

always be arranged so that charmed hadrons are produced.

Therefore events with only a little energy in one string piece

cannot be neglected, and we introduce a cut, such that when the
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energy is above this cut the fragmentation Monte Carlo is used,

and when the energy is lower only one charmed hadron (D, D ,

A , etc.) is produced. In the latter case energy is transferred

between the string pieces In such a way as to obtain the

correct charmed hadron mass. The cut we employ is of the type

m + m . + m (7)
c end sup

2
where ra is the charm quark mass (1.6 GeV/c in our

calculations), m , the mass of the antiquark (dlquark) at the

other end of the string, and ra a parameter to be determined

from energy considerations. We have run the Monte Carlo with
2

m = 1 , 1.5 and 2 GeV/c without noticeable effects on the
sup

final state distributions. D-mesons thus produced are on the

average pulled ~ 0.5 units in rapidity ahead of the charm

quark, as compared with the 0.7-0.8 units for D-mesons from

ordinary fragmenting strings. This serves as a simple check

that our method for dealing with very short string pieces does

not force an unreasonably hard D-spectrum; if anything, we are

underestimating the effects.

3. Results

In fig.5 we show our resulting integrated x -distribution

for D-mesons with x_ > 0 in reactions with a it -beam of 360

GeV/c incident on protons, normalized to and plotted together

with the experimental data of [ A ] . The agreement is quite good;

we see a two component structure indicative of central and

leading D production. The slopes quoted in [4] are 6+3 and 1+1,

respectively; a fit to our points would give something like 4

and 1 .5. In fig.6 we explore the difference between leading D's

with x. > 0 in t p (D and D , i.e. D's containing a valence

quark or antiquark from the it ) and non-leading D's (5 and D )

by plotting the integrated x^-dlstribution for leading D's

minus ditto for non-leading D's; the resulting slope of 1.4

clearly reflects the D-mesons produced in strings too short to

give more than one particle, which then will contain also one

of the original flavours from the initial hadron. In fig.7 we

show our xF-spect rum for F-mesons, which falls like (1 - x )'

(there are no valence s-quarks); in fig.8 we do the same for
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A 's. The production ratio D:F:A is 1:0.14:0.027 for i p at
c v c

360 GeV/c, 1:0.13:0.037 for pp at 360 GeV/c, while for pp at

ISR energy (/s = 63 GeV) it is 1:0.14:0.03, in disagreement

with experimental data [ ij which indicate a value D:A close to

1:1.

Fig.9 gives the distribution of rapidity difference

between a D and D produced in the same reaction; the mean value

is ^Vng^ = 1 # 1 > Fig.10 gives the distribution of azimuthal

angle between the two particles in a DD-palr; it Is an amusing

fact that the mean value falls on the 130 experimentally

hinted at [10}, although our distribution does not have a

maximum at this angle but forms a rising function. In fig.11 we

show the multiplicity distribution of charged particles (it's,

K's, p's and p's ) in events with a directly produced DD-pair,

excluding this pair from the summation. Finally, in figs.l2a-e,

we show the rapidity distribution for the charged particles In

an event, when we use a D as a trigger. Incidentally, this

could be used as a means to test alternative structures of the

confining force field as dicussed in [9,11j. In a situation

where strings are not stretched all the way out to the

endpoints, the rapidity distributions would have a slower fall-

off on the side opposite to the D-meson trigger.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that charm production at SPS energies can be

qualitatively and quantitatively well understood from

perturbative QCD when combined with a string model for jet

fragmentation. It Is obviously of great interest to learn

whether experiments will yield the predicted A -production

(which is rather flat In x ) at these energies. If this be the

case, it implies that the (diffractIve?) mecha sm for copious

A -production at the ISR gives a negligible -jntributlon at SPS

energies, and must have a truly dramatic Increase with energy

between the SPS and the ISR.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l The final state colour charges in the process

gg + c c

Fig.2 The two ways of connecting the colour charges of fig.l

to form a colour singlet.

Fig.3 Rapidity distribution of cc-pairs produced in qq •* cc

(a), and gg •* cc (b ).

Fig.4 A more realistic picture of the string system in

fig.2a.

Fig.5 Integrated x^-distribution, N(>xJ = N(>0)(l - x _ ) n + 1 ,
p r r

for D-mesons with x_ > 0 produced in it p at 360 GeV/c.
r

Ful l l i n e : data frora^ 4| ; dashed l i n e : Monte Carlo,

\ 6] . The s t r a i g h t l i n e s are f i t s froraj 4] .

Fig.6 Difference between integrated x -distribution N(>x )
r p

for leading and non-leading D-mesons with x_ > 0 in

n "p at 360 GeV/c.
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Fig.7 Integrated x -distribution for F-mesons produced in

T p at 360 GeV/c

Fig.8 Integrated x -distributions for \ produced in pp at

360 GeV/c.

Fig.9 Rapidity difference between D and D produced as a pair

in i ~p at 360 GeV/c.

Fig.10 Difference in azimuthal angle * between D and D

produced as a pair in T p at 360 GeV/c.

Fig.11 Charged particle multiplicity In t ~p at 360 GeV/c with

a directly produced DD-pair (excluding the DD-pair).

Fig.12 Rapidity distributions of charged particles in % p at

360 GeV/c with a D-meson as a trigger, (a) y_ • -2;

(b) y D - -1; (c) yD - 0; (d ) yD - 1; (e ) y D - 2.
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